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ABSTRACT: In MANET, the packet forwarding necessitates the location information of the neighbor nodes and the
location update information is obtained by transmitting the beacon signals periodically. However in geographic routing, the
periodic beacon scheme has two problems: (1) It reduces the packet delivery ratio if a node does not exhibit significant
dynamism, (2) The mobility and resource constraints of mobile nodes may lead to network partitioning or performance
degradation. We propose a replica allocation pattern over the beacon update to address these problems. The replica
allocation deals with the frequent network partitioning based on the data that are replicated at nodes there by increasing the
data accessibility. The former case is conquered by making the occurrence of beacon updates in accordance with the
mobility of the nodes and the latter case is handled by the replica allocation technique.
KEYWORDS – Mobile ad hoc networks, periodic beacons, replica allocation, network partitioning
I.

INTRODUCTION

In a mobile ad hoc network (MANETs), there is no fixed infrastructure such as base stations or mobile switching
centers. Mobile nodes that are within each other’s radio range communicate directly via wireless links, while those that are
far apart rely on other nodes to relay messages as routers. In MANET, nodes move freely and so the topology of the nodes
is highly dynamic. For example in Fig.1, nodes A, B, C, D and E constitute an ad hoc network and the circle represents the
radio range of node A. The network initially has the topology in Fig.1(a). When node C moves out of the radio range of
node A, the network topology changes to the one in Fig.1(b).

(a)

(b)
Fig.1. Topology change in ad hoc networks
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Node mobility in an ad hoc network causes frequent changes of the network topology. Fig.1 shows such an
example: initially, nodes A and C have a direct link between them. When node C moves out of node A’s radio range, the
link is broken. However, the network is still connected, because node A can reach node C through node B. The process of
routing the data packets to the destination is a challenging task. Due to the mobility of the nodes the topology of the
network may change frequently and in unpredictable ways. In order to provide an efficient and reliable data delivery for
these MANETs, each node exchanges its location information with its neighbor by periodic broadcast of beacons. This
periodic beacon consumes more energy per transmission and reduces the packet delivery ratio. To overcome this drawback
we propose a beaconing scheme based on the mobility of the nodes which adapts the occurrence of beacon updates in
accordance with the mobility of the nodes.
1.1 Replica Allocation Technique
Network partitions can occur frequently, since nodes move freely in a MANET, causing some data to be often
inaccessible to some of the nodes. Hence, data accessibility is often an important performance metric in a MANET [6].
Data are usually replicated at nodes, other than the original owners, to increase data accessibility to cope with frequent
network partitions. A considerable amount of research has recently been proposed for replica allocation in a MANET. In
general, replication can simultaneously improve data accessibility and reduce query delay, i.e., query response time, if the
mobile nodes in a MANET together have sufficient memory space to hold both all the replicas and the original data. For
example, the response time of a query can be substantially reduced, if the query accesses a data item that has a locally
stored replica. Thus the replica allocation technique is used to improve the data accessibility.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: In section II we introduce some related works, in section III
we describe about the existing systems and in section IV we propose our replica allocation method along with the beacon
update. Finally, in section V, we give the concluding remarks.
II. LITERATURE SURVEY
In MANETs, by utilizing wireless networks the mobile nodes can change their locations while retaining network
connections. The position update of the nodes are obtained through the location update packets called beacons which
consists of the parameters such as signal strength, power supply information, relative address, location, time stamp and
available bandwidth resources. In geographic routing (such as GPSR) [2] – [5], the neighbor list of nodes and destination
location is used for forwarding decision. In Greedy Perimeter Stateless Routing (GPSR) the local topology is maintained by
periodically transmitting the beacons.
Heissenbuttel et al [8] have shown that periodic beaconing leads to performance degradation due to the inaccurate
topologies in high mobility MANETs. They addressed several adaptive beaconing schemes based on the node mobility or
traffic load. In the distance-based beaconing, a node transmits a beacon when it has moved a given distance d. A node is
considered to be outdated if the node does not send any beacon to its neighbors even after the maximum time out. However
this method can have many outdated neighbors in its neighbor list since the neighbor time-out interval at the slow node is
longer. In addition a fast node may not able to detect the slow node due to the infrequent beaconing of the slow node when
it passes a slow moved node which leads to the reduction in the perceived network connectivity.
In the speed-based beaconing, the beacon interval is dependent on the node speed. A node determines its beacon interval
which is inversely proportional to its speed. Nodes piggyback their neighbor time-out interval in the beacons. A receiving
node compares the piggybacked time-out interval with its own time-out interval, and selects the smaller one as the time-out
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interval for this neighbor. In this way, a slow node can have short time-out interval, which eliminate first problem. But it
still suffer from the second problem i.e. a fast node may not detect the slow node existences.
III. EXISTING METHODS
3.1. Adaptive Position Update (APU)
In MANET, at first each node broadcasts a beacon to its neighbors to inform its presences stating its current
location and velocity. After initialization each node periodically broadcasts its current location information. Each node
continuously updates its neighbor list based on its transmission range, current location and the position updates received
from its neighbors and stores them at each node. APU adapts the beacon update intervals to the mobility of the nodes and
the amount of data being forwarded in the neighborhood of the nodes. In APU the neighbors which are outside the nodes
communication range are not considered for data forwarding and the local topology is maintained by using the beacons.
APU uses two principles: (1) nodes that have frequent dynamism updates its position frequently, (2) nodes which are in and
closer to forwarding path are updated.
3.1.1. Mobility Prediction (MP) Rule
This rule adapts the occurrence of beacon generation to the dynamics of mobility of nodes. High dynamic mobility
nodes update their neighbors very frequently and vice versa. A periodic beacon update policy cannot satisfy both these
requirements simultaneously, since a small update interval will be wasteful for slow nodes, whereas a larger update interval
will lead to inaccurate position information for the highly mobile nodes. In our scheme, upon receiving a beacon update
from a node i, each of its neighbors denoted by Ni, record its current position and velocity and continue to track node i’s
location using a simple prediction scheme (discussed below). Based on this position estimate Ni, the neighbors check
whether node i is still within their transmission range and update their neighbor list accordingly. The goal of the MP rule is
to send the next beacon update from i when the error between the predicted location in Ni and i’s actual location is greater
than an acceptable value. To achieve this, node i, must track its own predicted location in its neighbors Ni. We use a simple
location prediction scheme based on the physics of motion to track a nodes current location. Note that, in our discussion we
assume that the nodes are located in a two-dimensional coordinate system with the location indicated by the x and y
coordinates as shown in equation (1) and (2). However, this scheme can be easily extended to a three dimensional system.
Xpi = Xil + ( Tc – Tl ) * Vxi
Ypi = Yil + ( Tc – Tl ) * Vyi

(1)
(2)

Let (Xa, Ya), denote the actual location of node i, obtained via GPS or other localization techniques. (Xp,Yp),
denotes the predicated position of the node i at current time. Node i then computes the deviation Di devi2 as follows:
Di devi2 = ( Xa i - Xpi )2 + ( Yai - Ypi )2

(3)

If the deviation (Obtained in equation (3)) is greater than a certain threshold, known as the Acceptable Error Range
(AER), it acts as a trigger for node i to broadcast its current location and velocity as a new beacon. The AER threshold is an
important parameter that can affect the performance of the APU scheme. A large value of AER will minimize the beacon
updates but will result in a larger error in the estimated location of the node at its neighbors. On the contrary, a smaller
value guarantees accuracy of location information amongst the neighbors but increases the beacon overheads. The MP rule,
tries to maximize the effective duration of each beacon, by broadcasting a beacon only when the position information in the
previous beacon becomes inaccurate. This extends the effective duration of the beacon for nodes with low mobility, thus
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reducing the number of beacons. Further, highly mobile nodes can broadcast frequent beacons to ensure that their neighbors
are aware of the rapidly changing topology.
3.1.2. On-Demand Learning (ODL) Rule
The MP rule solely may not be sufficient for maintaining an accurate local topology. Consider the example
illustrated in Fig. 2, where node N1 moves from P1 to P2 at a constant velocity. Now, assume that node N1 has just sent a
beacon while at P1. Since node N1 does not receive this packet, it is unaware of the existence of node N2. Further, assume
that the AER is sufficiently large such that the MP rule is never triggered. However, as seen in Fig. 2 node N2 is within the
communication range of node N1 for a significant portion of its motion. If either node N2 or node N1 was transmitting data
packets, then their local topology will not be updated and they will exclude each other while selecting the next hop node.
Hence, it is necessary to devise a mechanism which will maintain a more accurate local topology in those regions
of the network where significant data forwarding activities are on-going. This is precisely what the On-Demand Learning
(ODL) rule aims to achieve. As the name suggests, a node broadcasts beacons on-demand, i.e. in response to data
forwarding activities of that node. According to this rule, whenever a node overhears a data transmission from a new
neighbor, it broadcasts a beacon as a response.

Fig. 2. An example illustrating a drawback of the MP rule
The ODL rule allows active nodes that are involved in data forwarding to enrich their local topology beyond this
basic set. Thus the rich list is maintained only at the active nodes and is built reactively in response to the network traffic.
All inactive nodes simply maintain the basic neighbor list. By maintaining a rich neighbor list along the forwarding path,
ODL ensures that in situations where the nodes involved in data forwarding are highly mobile, alternate routes can be easily
established without incurring additional delays. Fig. 3(a) illustrates the network topology before node N1 starts sending data
to node N7. The solid lines in the figure denote that both ends of the link are aware of each other.
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(a)

(b)
Fig.3. An example illustrating the ODL rule

The initial possible routing path from node N1 to node N7 is N1 - N2 - N7. Now, when source node N1 send a data
packet to node N2, both nodes N3 and N4 receive the data packet from node N1. As node N1 is a new neighbor of nodes N3
and N4, according to the ODL rule, both nodes N3 and N4 will send back beacons to N1. As a result, the links 1 - 3 and 1 - 4
will be discovered. Further, based on the location of the destination and their current locations, nodes N3 and N4 discover
that the destination N7 is within their one-hop neighborhood. Similarly when node N2 forward the data packet to node N7,
the links 2 - 3 and 2 - 4 are discovered. Fig. 3(b) reflects the enriched topology along the routing path from node N1 to node
N7.
IV.PROPOSED METHOD
In [1], Chen.Q et al used the Adaptive Position Update Scheme, to adjust the occurrence for beacon update by
using GPSR protocol for geographic routing. The beacons are used to locate mobile node’s position and the beacon
generation intervals are adapted based on the mobility of nodes as well as the nodes along in the forwarding path. However
in geographic routing such as GPSR, a node cannot access the data items of another mobile node if it is migrated to the
separate divided network. As a result inaccessibility between the divided networks is increased which leads to the poor
routing performance. For example if the entire network in Fig.4(a) is divided into two networks as like in Fig. 4(b) i.e. radio
link between two mobile nodes at the central part is disconnected then the mobile nodes in the right -hand side and those in
the left-hand side cannot access data items D1 and D2, respectively.

(a)

(b)
Fig. 4. Example for replica allocation technique
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In ad hoc networks, it is a very important issue to prevent deterioration of data accessibility at the point of network
division. A possible solution is by replicating data items at mobile nodes which are not the owners of the original data as
shown in Fig. 4(b). In Fig. 4(a), the replicas of data items D1 and D2 are allocated at one of the mobile nodes in the
opposite networks as shown in Fig. 4(b). Hence every mobile node can access both data items after the network division
while improving the data accessibility.
V.CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed the data replication technique over an efficient beaconing scheme to avoid the
inaccessibility of mobile nodes. The mobility based beacons are proposed to control the frequency of the beacon generation
rate where as the high mobility node causes frequent generation of beacons while comparing it to the low mobility nodes.
The replica allocation pattern is introduced to increase the data availability and it can be used to reduce the query delay i.e.
query response time. Generally it is impossible for mobile nodes to have replicas of all data items in the network. Since
most nodes in a MANET have only limited memory space there is a trade-off between data accessibility and query delay.
Due to this a node should not hold the same replica that is also held by many other nodes.
Future work includes the analysis of eliminating the same replica in many mobile nodes. Further we plan to
identify the impact of different mobility patterns along with the replica allocation technique.
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